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BLT Direct introduces new range of Sylvania LED strip lights 
 
Householders and businesses alike can now enjoy even better deals on leading lighting 
brands, as BLT Direct refreshes its range of LED strip lights. As energy efficient strips 
with 280 lumens, the Sylvania bulbs offer customers the same ultra-bright output as 
their predecessors, with a significantly lower price tag.  
 

Suitable for a variety of applications, the versatile LED S15 strip lights replicate the look and feel of 
traditional incandescent multi circuit fixtures. When it comes to saving on electricity spends and 

minimising carbon footprints, Sylvania LED strip lights are high performers. They offer an impressive 
25,000-hour life span, and offer average energy savings of £94.5 when charged at the standard 12p 
per kWh rate.  

 
“We’re always on the search for new ways to help our customers save, so when we saw Sylvania has 

released a new range of 280 lumen LED strip lights at a lower price than our current stock, we had to 
make the switch,” says Steven Ellwood, Managing Director of BLT Direct. 
 

Customers can choose from two flagship products. Designed to match the output of a conventional 
35 watt equivalent, the Sylvania ToLEDo 221mm Striplight 3.5W is ideal for use in under cupboard 
and shaver light applications. For a slightly longer bulb, the Sylvania ToLEDo 284mm Striplight 3.5W 

brings an additional 63mm of length. Both emit a Very Warm White glow.  
 

Founded in 1939, Sylvania is renowned for its premium quality lighting products. When BLT Direct 
customers purchase Sylvania they enjoy the total peace of mind that they’re receiving high grade 
technology, quality and performance.  

 
The Sylvania LED strip lights range is currently on sale, with the 221mm version reduced from £17.99 
to £8.99 and the 284mm down from £17.99 to £7.99. Products are selling fast. 
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